This paper presents a novel study on the simulation of material texture by means of electro-tactile stimuli and details the effects on the users' ability to recognize and discriminate different material classes. The research exploits a novel tactile display to simulate material texture and validates the adopted simulation strategy by experimental testing. The tactile system elaborates data from real material samples and combines electrical stimuli and mechanical vibration to reproduce both roughness and texture coarseness sensations. Then, an experimental protocol based on the theory of Psychophysics is defined to carry out system calibration and tests with users. The research aims at validating the proposed simulation strategy and checking the user response on virtual tactile stimuli. Experimentations were carried out to reproduce virtual material texture and measure the users' ability to distinguish different virtual materials and to recognize the material class. Experimental results provide interesting details about tactile perception mechanisms and validate the adopted approach for tactile signals' recognition and material class discrimination.
INTRODUCTION
The realism of simulation and the level of interaction offered by virtual prototypes are determined by the provided sense of immersion and presence in the virtual environment and the involvement of human senses by sensorial feedback [1, 2] . Among all sense, touch is the most intuitive and plays an important role in the assessment of some product attributes especially at emotional level [3] . As a consequence, virtual prototypes should properly stimulate the sense of touch to realistically represent the product and create a valuable user experience. Tactile displays aim at reproducing tactile stimuli to recreate the final sensation of touching an object, in different ways [4] . However, actual simulation technologies are still immature in validly reproducing the virtual touch. Much progress has been made in recent years about grasping and force feedback, but tactile sensations are still hard to replicate. Material texture simulation in particular is a challenging task. An important issue concerns the relationship between tactile stimuli and users' perception. This link is still mysterious and scarcely investigated. Contrariwise, the authors believe that such a link is crucial for defining a valid simulation strategy and effectively reproducing material texture on virtual objects. In order to investigate the relationship between virtual tactile stimuli and provided sensations, a novel tactile display is adopted for virtual material simulation. The system adopts a selective stimulation approach and generates electromechanical stimuli by combining electric and vibratory signals. Virtual stimuli are elaborated on the basis of real materials' characteristics. Users can appreciate the simulation by touching the tactile pad and feel the provided signals. Four material classes were simulated in this study: paper, wood, rubber and textile. Experimentation is carried out through three tests: detection, dissimilarity ratings and material class discrimination. The former is focused on indentifying the users' sensitivity threshold and supports signal calibration. The following two tests investigate the users' perception of virtual tactile signals and the system capability to provide distinguishable feedback that is consistent with the expected material class. The research goal is twofold: the validation of the adopted approach and the proposed tactile device, and the investigation of users' sensations and their response to the generated virtual tactile stimuli. The paper is structured as follows. Section 1 introduces the main research issues in tactile simulation concerning the known stimulation approaches and the most significant works about tactile devices. Section 2 describes how tactile simulation is implemented, with particular attention to the signal generation procedure and the HW-SW components of the adopted system. Section 3 presents the experimental user studies and describes the experimental approach, the testing procedure, the collected data and the authors' discussion. Conclusions and future developments are presented in Section 4.
TACTILE SIMULATION: STATE OF ART

Tactile simulation devices
In the field of virtual prototyping supporting technologies, different haptic devices have been developed to stimulate touch sensations. Force Feedback Devices (FFDs) stimulate muscles, tendons and joint sensory receptors (kinaesthetic) to simulate grasping, moving and pitching into virtual environments. They are mature and robust also for industrial applications [5, 6] , but they do not suitable to simulate material texture.
Tactile displays represent a specific category dedicated to tactile feedback generation. They aim at stimulating the different skin units to reproduce tactile sensations, thermal impression and skin deformation. Tactile stimuli can be reproduced according to two main approaches: mechanical and electrical stimulation. Several mechanical devices use a matrix of moving piezoelectric actuators to generate skin deformation [7, 8] . Some include static or vibrating pins [9] , acoustic or ultrasound waves [10] and conductive polymeric film [11] . Mechanical devices show promising results in displaying the shape of an object, the contact-non-contact transition, the manipulation of an object among fingers [5, 12] . Main limitations regard with the complex system control, the intrusiveness and the lack of conform, the use of mediating tools like stylus or thimbles. Moreover, they are not able to effectively reproduce surface-finishing properties due to physical dimension issues (dimension of pins, spatial density, etc.).
Electrical displays use electrical stimulation to activate the nerve fibres connected to mechanoreceptors. The adopted techniques differ in I/O signals, variety of the reproduced stimuli, spatial resolution, reliability, simulation accuracy, etc. [13, 14] . Main advantages regard with the easiness of control, the high spatial resolution and the possibility to vary the magnitude of force vectors. On the contrary, they generally adopt only on-off signals without any correlation with the simulated materials, they are not able to stimulate the receptors lying in deeper skin regions and no experimental results are provided about users ability to discriminate different material properties.
Stimulation approaches
The generation of virtual tactile stimuli is generally based on the direct stimulation of the human tactile receptors that are beneath the skin. They are responsible of the generation of tactile sensations according to their inner characteristics [15] .
Numerous methods are proposed in literature to reproduce tactile stimuli. Most of them are based on the so-called selective stimulation [16] [17] [18] . They are based on the separate stimulation of human receptors by combining electrical and mechanical signals. For example, Konyo et al. [17] generates a set of vibratory stimuli by selecting the different reactive frequencies according to the temporal response characteristics of tactile receptors. They demonstrate that the use of a mechanical vibration frequency allows to achieve an efficient stimulation of FAII units located at the deeper skin layers (i.e. dermis) while the use of electrical stimulation activate FAI and SAI receptors. The achieved tactile perception results to be a complex impression derived from the integration of different elementary sensations. According to a similar approach, a recent study also proposed a tactile mapping method to present a touch sensation for concavo-convex shapes [19] .
Furthermore, other studies adopt image processing and noise analysis to define a coherent vibratory signal reproducing the surfaces' texture [20, 21] . A different approach is based on the use of a master-slave system to read real material samples' characteristics and subsequently generate the vibrating signal [11, 6] .
Despite the attempt to correlate material properties and signals waveforms, all mentioned works have common problems deriving from a lack of a valid relation between the stimulating signals and the provided users' perception. As a consequence, the relation between the material properties and the stimuli distribution on the human finger has not found yet.
Literature overview highlights that the selective stimulation seems to be the most promising approach but an effective virtual tactile simulation is still as open issue.
MATERIAL TEXTURE SIMULATION
Generation of virtual tactile stimuli
The proposed material simulation method follows the selective simulation approach as described in [22] . It considers the inner characteristics of mechanoreceptors and combines electrical and mechanical stimuli to differently activate the skin mechanoreceptors. The generation of the tactile stimuli is based on the following steps:  Investigation of real material samples by means of an optical scanning system to gather useful data about surface profiles and properties;  Data processing according to human receptors characteristics (sensitivity frequency range, receptive field, etc.) to obtain a set of representative tactile signals that can be converted into electro-tactile and mechanical stimuli;  Signal synthesis for each material class and generation of an electro-mechanical stimulation by combining all contributes.
In order to investigate real materials, sample surfaces (20x20mm square area) have been measured by means of an optical scanning system, CHRocodile E by Precitec, to obtain all surface profiles (z dimension). Collected data about height profiles are properly elaborated to plot the heights of the surface profiles (z) and to create a three-dimensional map of each scanned surface. Data are then translated from space domain to time domain and then to frequency domain to elaborate the stimulating signal.
According to the selective stimulation method, two tactile stimuli are synthesized:
1. An electric signal that is the approximation of the Fourier series into time domain, whose components directly derive from the elaboration of the surface spatial profiles (Fig. 1) . The elaboration procedure is deeply described in [22] . The final synthesized signal S(t) is reconstructed as suggested by (1): (1) where c is a regulating factor determining the signal maximum amplitude, ω n are the base frequencies, A n are the corresponding amplitudes, k is the number of the identified base frequencies. In order to reach a good trade-off between implementation simplicity and adherence to original signals, authors consider k=6 so that the reconstructed signal is obtained by considering the first six higher components in amplitude. S(t) is a simplification of the original scanning signal, which is suitable to be used as current signal stimulus due to its dynamics. S(t) is finally converted into a current-based signal x(n): (2) where N is the samples' number. The resulting electro-tactile stimulation aims at exciting both the fast and the slow adapted units of the skin (FAI and SAI), which are primarily responsible for softness sensation, stickslip phenomena and texture discrimination.
A mechanical vibration in a frequency range of 200-250
Hz that is able to excite the second type of fast-adapted receptors (FAII). FAII are responsible for the high frequency components of roughness and friction sensations that cannot be stimulated by electro-tactile stimuli.
The high frequency components (> 200 Hz) of material profiles elaboration are used to setup the value of the mechanical vibration to elicit FAII units. A proper amplitude threshold is applied to extract the most significant contributions in frequency. For each class of material a different frequency is identified. Frequency values vary in the range 200-250 Hz according to the selected material.
Tactile display for tactile virtual stimulation
Hardware system
The tactile pad is composed by 256 pin-electrodes arranged as a 32x8 grid to spatially distribute the current flow and to allow finger lateral movement. The electrodes (diameter 1 mm, mutual distance 2.5 mm) are employed as points of stimulation. A multiprocessor platform, consisting of one master and four slaves, drives the board (Fig. 2) . The master unit interfaces the tactile device with the PC using a serial communication and it coordinates the activities of the slaves. Each slave unit implements the signals by driving the relative electrodes. The slaves' number actually depends on the electrode matrix size and the system is configured in a scalable way by increasing the matrix size. The addiction of multiple slave modules allows at proportionally growing the system dimensions. Light indicators advice when the COM port is open and data are transmitted.
Two force sensors (Honeywell FSS-SMT) are located under the tactile pad layer. They have small dimension and weight to be easily mounted on the printed circuit board. They offer at the same time low deflection (30 microns at full scale), minimum mechanical hysteresis, high resistance to electrostatic discharge (max. 8 KV), and low sensitivity to many mounting stresses (max. 14,3 mV/N). The shaker (Mini SmartShakerTM) is connected to the tactile pad to add mechanical vibration stimuli. It is an electro-dynamic exciter allowing easy control (thanks to the integrated amplifier), high frequency range (DC-9 kHz), low resistance (0,37 Ω) and high efficiency (92%). It is controlled by a proper signal generator (0,2Hz -2 MHz). 
Software system
A custom software tool has been implemented in CVI/LabWindows 9.0 (by National Instrument). It represents the key element of the whole tactile unit as it defines and generates the tactile stimulation by controlling electric and mechanical signals. It is a customized application realized and it consists of both a graphical user interface (GUI) and a programming interface in C language. The GUI is particular useful for easily communicating with the tactile display.
It allows performing two main functionalities: A. Material signal definition, consisting of the initialization of the different tactile signals and the calibration of the signals amplitudes (Fig. 3, A) ; B. Signal execution that consists of the execution of the electro-tactile stimulation, execution of the mechanical vibration, run-time adjustment of the signals amplitude during the simulation, regulation of tactile data packages according to the finger position (Fig. 3, B) . The material signal definition is organized into three section (i.e. a, b, c). Section a allows entering data about material properties such as name, ID (code) and the relative data package. A data package details the most significant properties of the simulated material such as the surface profiles, the material properties, etc. Section b is used to configure the electrodes' base cell (the area of the tactile pad where the user finger lies). Electrodes are represented as coloured placeholders, whose colour indicates their state and the associated number represents the current amplitude at a specific frame period (Ton). Three states are allowed for each pin: source (red spot), drain (blue spot) and insulated (white spot). At each Ton, only one electric current value can be activated for each pin. A set of placeholders represents the cell condition at a certain Ton. Cell configuration is then given by the sequence of numerous frames where frames' mapping is required to indicate how single pins are connected inside the touch pad. Section c allows defining the execution parameters to control the electric signal generation and the frequency of the mechanical stimulation. The most important system parameters are:  Frame execution time [Ton] , that is the duration of each frame for which a cell configuration is provided;  Base cell dimension, It's the square grid constituting the reference pins' cell;  Number of sample [N];  Step pause time, that is the interval during which system is in stand-by in order to avoid adaptation of the finger after stimulation;  Current amplitude [a], which represents the amplitude of the electric signal at each pin during the Ton. Amplitude values are communicated by the means of data files;  Vibration frequency [f], which indicates the selected frequency of the mechanical stimuli. The last two parameters are not initially fixed but depend on the simulated materials, so are determined when the specific data package is executed. Figure 4 shows the HW equipment used during the testing sessions. After a preliminary system testing, the fixed system parameters able to realize the best simulation conditions are defined (Tab. 1). 
EXPERIMENTAL USER STUDIES
Experimental approach
The adopted approach is an Experimental Protocol and follows the basic theories of Psychophysics [23] for defining the testing typologies and the implementation procedures.
The experimental protocol is organized in three tests: 1. Detection: it is a proven method for investigating the users' perceptual experience and objectifying the subjective sensations [23] . It aims at defining the lower detection limit (user's sensitivity threshold). In the present study, it is used to identify also the minimum current amplitude corresponding to the users' sensitivity threshold. It serves for a proper system calibration and signals control during the following tests; 2. Dissimilarity ratings: it consists of submitting users to different material samples (physical or virtual, as in the present study) to understand if they are distinguishable or not. It aims at investigating the ability of recognizing differences or equalities in tactile stimuli. Recent studies adopt this method to analyze the perceptual space for tactile texture [24] ; 3. Material class discrimination: it is a well-known test in psychophysical studies about human touch and aims at associating different tactile sensation to a specific material class. Classes can be given or not. In this study, the authors adopt the card-sorting experiment where experts suggest the span of possible material classes. It is a widely spread method in material perception studies [25, 26] . The former is focused on the system rather than on material perception investigation, but is fundamental for developing the following two tests in a proper way. Indeed, a proper system calibration guarantees collecting reliable data during the other tests.
Testing procedure
Tests are carried out on virtual tactile stimuli by adopting the system described in the previous sections. Virtual stimuli are firstly elaborated by real material surfaces and subsequently executed.
Participants
Testing sessions involve 20 participants, 14 male (70%) and 6 female (30%). They are aged from 21 to 45 years old and users sample has an average age of 30 years. Users are researches or professors from other research groups, so they are virtually unaware of testing purposes and system functionalities. For each user, the testing session is divided into three phases: detection test, dissimilarity rating experiment and material class discrimination test. The three phases are separated by a pause of at least 10 minutes, which is necessary to recover the fingertip receptors and avoid the skin overheating. Generally, detection takes about 1 minute, dissimilarity ratings about 10 minutes, and material class discrimination about 7-8 minutes for each user.
Training
Users are trained to seat blindfold in front of the tactile device and to pose their dominant finger over the tactile pad (Fig. 5) . Dominant finger is the preferred one to touch a surface (usually the index of the dominant hand, but users are free to choose their own dominant finger). Hand and finger are free and naked (no thimbles). Before staring each test, users are asked to clean up their hands with cold water and soap in order to keep the fingertips clean from grease or dirt. Users are learned to pose the finger on the pad before signal execution and not to suddenly remove it during stimulation. It guarantees a large stimulated area and avoids creating instant dangerous contact points.
Detection test
Detection test is carried out by generating a simple tactile stimulus and by progressively incrementing the current values while the user is touching the tactile pad. Experts increment the average current value of the stimulating signal by adopting the so-called Staircase Method [27] , which is safe when electric stimuli are provided. Contemporary, the user is asked to indicate when he/she begins to fell some tactile cues. Such a procedure is repeated for all users. The measured value indicated the tactile threshold. This value is then used as multiplicative factor to properly calibrate the materials' tactile stimuli. As a consequence, material data are properly calibrated according to such detection values for the two following tests.
Dissimilarity ratings
Dissimilarity rating experiment consists of providing two virtual stimuli in sequence, which can be different or equal. The user has to judge if they differ or not. Between the two stimulations, the contact finger is positioned on a neutral material (i.e. glass surface) in order to avoid adaptation phenomena [28] . Each user is submitted to five couple of stimuli, answers are recorded and behaviours observed by experts. Such a procedure is repeated for all users. The aim is to verify if the proposed system is able to provide distinguishable virtual stimuli, so that different stimuli are really perceived as different and vice versa.
For the test, stimuli are taken from four material classes: wood, paper, rubber, and textile. Figure 5 shows the physical samples that have been scanned to extract the virtual stimuli. Roughness values measured on real samples are indicated. Figure 6 shows a sample user during the test: only virtual stimulation is provided. 
Material class detection
Testing of material class detection is carrying out by asking user to associate a virtual tactile stimulus to a specific material class. The virtual stimuli used for these test are the same as the previous one. The expert suggests the abovementioned classes (wood, paper, rubber, and textile). Between stimulations, users are asked to pose the contact finger on a neutral material (i.e. glass surface) like during the previous test. Each user is submitted to the four different stimuli, answers are recorded and behaviours observed by experts. The aim is both investigating the system ability to selectively simulate different materials and the effects on users' perception of the provided virtual material.
Results and discussion
Experimental testing
Detection test allows defining the tactile sensible threshold for each user and subsequently calculating the personal shift factor for system calibration. The shift factor is personal in the sense that each user has his/her own factor depending by the inner characteristics of his/her finger (electric impedance, humidity, saturation, etc.). This factor is calculated by considering the measured detection threshold and the system parameters. Then, all material data packages are multiplied by such a constant (precisely the shift factor) to calibrate the virtual stimuli into the user's sensitivity range. Table 2 shows the shift factors calculated for a sample user.
Dissimilarity rating experiment showed good results as concerning the ability of comparing two virtual stimuli. Users correctly answered almost in 78% of cases (Tab. 3). It means that the proposed system is able to give a good selective stimulation, as signals can be distinguished easily. Such a capacity is believed independent from the experimental set-up, so the achieved good results can be attributed to the system quality. By analyzing the comparison between two virtual stimuli, textile is generally well recognized as well as paper. Wood is recognized quite well, while rubber is the most difficult to appreciate.
Material class discrimination is a more complex test and revealed some unexpected outcome also on physical-based experiment with real texture. However, results obtained with tactile virtual stimuli can be considered quite good (Tab. 4) even if the correct answers' percentage is rather low (less than 42%). Results on all users confirmed that rubber is the most challenging stimulus as only 27% of users could identify it. Textile is the clearest stimulus (60% of correct answers). Paper and wood are both well classified (40% of correct answers).
It is worth to notice that the proposed system is focused on texture roughness simulation. As a consequence, it allows materials that are strongly characterized by roughness and texture coarseness, like textile, to be well recognized. Contrarily, rubber is hard to detect. The authors expected this fact. Indeed, softness plays an important role in rubber identification and the proposed system poorly simulates softness sensations. Furthermore, class discrimination is crucial also on real material samples. Numerous studies also on real touch stimulation about material class recognition demonstrated that users can hardly recognized materials when blindfold. The main experimental findings can be summed up as follows:  system calibration is easy and fast as it lasts up to 1 minute and automatically shift all signals' data;  calibration procedure is reliable as during tests all users have properly felt the provided tactile stimulating signals without any trouble or damage during the stimulation. All users felt comfortable and safe;  the stimulating approach is valid to reproduce virtual tactile stimuli since all users can easily identify differences between stimuli;  the coherence of the generated tactile stimuli is acceptable, especially for those materials that can be well recognized by roughness and texture coarseness (e.g. textile).
System reliability
The experimental testing allows also verifying the reliability of the adopted tactile device. System performances were globally good, since the tactile pad never stopped working and never provoked users' damages. In particular:  System latency is very low and simulations practically happened in real time. The global HW latency is about 25-30ms but it is not appreciable by users. Indeed, tactile human response is not so faster;  System accuracy is excellent. The pad worked for almost 4 hours every day without stopping and it never had troubles. Furthermore, input data and output signals were very similar when registered. Tests with users demonstrated an accuracy of about 96%;  System security is good, thanks to a double control of current value and several security feedback loops that guarantee the users' safe. However, security will be soon improved by the application of a protective case realized in polymeric material that allows covering the electronic board;  System reliability was excellent since only one error occurred during the testing session for a board fault. It can be considered about 98%.
CONCLUSIONS
The study presents the experimental validation of a novel tactile display to support material texture simulation during virtual prototyping. It verifies the adopted signal elaboration procedure and investigates the effect of the provided stimuli on users' perception. Experimentation is carried out by adopting a tactile device able to simulate the material surface roughness and texture coarseness and by reproducing four different materials through virtual stimuli. A selective stimulation approach is adopted in stimuli elaboration. It combines electrotactile stimuli and mechanical vibration to stimulate different skin mechanoreceptors according to their inner characteristics. Validation involved 20 users and consists of three tests focused on user' perception of virtual tactile signals. The first one (detection) supported system calibration and signals' control according to the users' sensitivity field. The other tests (dissimilarity ratings and class discrimination) provided useful data about the quality of material simulation, objectified the effect of virtual tactile stimulation on final users, and checking the coherence between virtual stimuli and material classes.
On one hand, experimentation validates the adopted selective stimulation approach that combines electro-tactile stimuli and mechanical vibration to stimulate different skin mechanoreceptors. It is witnessed by the good users' response to distinguish different signals. On the other hand, experimental tests investigate how users perceived tactile stimuli and if they can be used for reproducing material texture.
The proposed tactile display is validated from several viewpoints: the calibration procedure is easy and fast to carry out, the generated stimuli are well discriminated by all users and also material texture simulation is well done, especially for texture-marked surfaces and rough materials. Results about users' perception highlights that the some specific classes are well recognized and users appreciated a good coherence between virtual tactile stimuli and simulated materials.
In conclusion, the adopted technology proves to be a valid solution for tactile texture simulation in virtual prototyping. However, it could be improved by reproducing also other material properties and by integrating the acoustic and visual feedback in a more realistic way. Future work will focus on simulating a larger number of material samples by virtual stimuli, integrating acoustic and visual cues and comparing the users' responses collected within a virtual set-up (virtual touch of electro-mechanical stimuli) and within a physical set-up (real touch of material samples) to better discuss the achieved results.
